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4Movy DVD Video Music Converters Suite is all-in-one DVD, video and music software.

Consists:

4Music Multiformat Converter is tool for converting between most popular audio formats:
CDA (CD Ripper), WAV, MP3, OGG, WMA, AAC, Flac, M4a, MMF, AMR_NB, AMR_WB,
MP2, RA3, AC3, AIFF etc.

4Movy DVD Video Converter - DVD Ripper and Multiformat Video Converter.

Functions Supported:

Rip DVD to video formats MPEG4, DivX, XVid, MOV(QuickTime), AVI, ASF, FLV
(YouTube), Mpeg 1,2, VCD, SVCD, WMV, 3GP
Converting between most popular video formats: AVI, DivX, FLV, Mpeg, VCD, SVCD,
WMV, MOV, RM, H.264 etc.
Rip DVD and video files to audio formats MP3, WAV, AAC, M4A, WMA, OGG, Flac
etc.
Convert DVD and video to portable devices formats: iPod, iPhone, Zune, Sony PSP,
BlackBerry, Cellular Phone, PDA etc.

DVD Copy Machine can copy DVD movies to DVD+/-R(W) disks (from DVD to HDD, from
HDD to DVD) and burn CD/DVD-discs on the fly, automatically after ripping (write data on
CD/DVD R/RW discs).

Supported Formats:

- DVD
- MP3, WAV, AAC, AC3, M4A, AU, MP2, RA, OGG, WMA, CDA, AMR_NB, AMR_WB, AIFF,
FLAC, MMF, WMA, WMV
- MPEG4, DivX, XVid, MOV, AVI, ASF, RM, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, FLV, SWF, VCD, SVCD
- 3GPP (*.3gp), 3GPP2 (*.3g2)
- iPod (30G/60G) (*. mp4), iPhone, BlackBary, iRiver PMP (*. avi)
- Zune MPEG-4 (*. mp4)
- Creative Zen (*. avi)
- Archos (*. avi) , PSP (*. mp4)
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Easy-to-use interface;
DVD/Video player to preview input files
Convert separate chapters, whole movie or the selected part of the film;
Many parameters to adjustment codecs, such as bitrate, framerate, samplerate, and
others;
Support of audio and video codecs xvid, divx, mpeg4, h263, mpeg1, mpeg2, mp3,
mp2, wav, ogg, aac and other;
Deleting DVD protection (CSS, MacroVision);
Full support of DVD format including select of audio track, subtitles, angle.

Many available profiles of converting. Possibility to create user profiles;
Audio/video synchronization control;
Changing audio output volume;
Setting subtitle offset and subtitle color;
Additional features to change video aspect and split output file;
Divided processing of video and audio streams;
Support of additional multimedia instructions of modern processors (Athlon, Pentium 4
and others);
Deintarlace filter;
Skin and multilingual support;
Definition of prospective time of converting.
You may add the whole catalogue
Support batch conversion;
Support Drag & Drop. Files can be selected from File Manager (multiple files can be
selected) and dragged into it's window
Quick converting video and DVD file through the system pop up menu of Windows
Parameters of the command line is supported. There is an oportunity of auto
converting. DVDRipper.exe [input file 1] [input file 2] ... [input file N] [-dvdfolder ]
[-folder ] [-preset ] [-outpath ] [-askpath] [-process] [-close]

      -dvdfolder" - adds folder DVD files or disk in the format of "D:"
      "-folder" - adds folder of files
      "-preset" - presets the name of the profile which setting on the files.
      "-outpath" - presets the folder of output files
      "-askpath" - to determinate whether the window with the opportunity of choice of the folder
for output files appear
      "-process" - to begin the conversion after the launching of the program
      "-close" - to close the program after the ending of the conversion.

Playlists support;
You may choose video/audio fragments using slider of the player
Fast and high-quality work just in few clicks!

System requirements

Windows 2000/XP or later
Processor 750MHz or faster
128 MB RAM or more
10 Mb HDD
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